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Leader in Simple and Fast Small Business Management Software Simplifyd Scheduled to
Participate in Web Summit 2015 Dublin
For many small businesses, a priority is to find ways to streamline their accounting and customer
management paperwork. Simplifyd, has answered the call, offering simple small business management
software to professionals who want to take back control of their time. Recently, Simplifyd announced they
will be participating in Web Summit 2015 Dublin providing a in-depth look at their platform.
THAME, U.K. - Sept. 28, 2015 - PRLog -- Small businesses and freelancers alike very often face serious
challenges when it comes to things like accounting and customer management. Most approaches can be
quite daunting and leave a small team – or an individual, feeling as if they are drowning in paperwork.
Enter Simplifyd, who have stepped up to deliver a solution to this problem. Simplifyd offer quick and
simple to use small business management software, that provides powerful invoicing, CRM and sales
tracking features that can transform a small business for the better. Recently, the company announced they
will have a stand and being participating at Web Summit 2015 Dublin providing information about their
work. With Web Summit being one of the most exciting tech conferences of the year, the excitement
surrounding the event is high.
“We're offering a fast and simple way for businesses to take care of vital needs like invoicing and CRM so
they can put their energy where it's most needed for their success,” commented Sean Miller, founder and
CEO of Simplifyd. “It's exciting to see how warmly our platform has been embraced and to have the
chance to participate in Web Summit 2015 Dublin. We're really looking forward to getting to share ideas
and experiences with other people from the tech world.”
According to Simplifyd, with the software's simple, quick and effective CRM, invoicing and sales for small
business features the platform is being applauded for delivering several key benefits. Highlights of this
include: helping small businesses optimize their efficiency; provide ways to revolutionize client and
communication; streamline schedules; and much more.
The finance functions of Simplifyd can be used from anywhere making it simple for users to send estimates
and invoices whenever and wherever they need to.
Feedback from users of the platform have been positive across the board.
Alexander Mendelhuk, from spirithoods.com, recently said, “Simplifyd is accounting and client
management made, clean, easy and fun (yes, we said fun). It's the everyday business hustle on the go, it's
your whole business in your pocket. Unlike Freshbooks and Kashflow, which only manage your accounting
needs, Simplifyd handles client relationships with a unique, social, style... all in the cloud of course and
ready for every platform.”
Web Summit 2015 Dublin will be held on November 3rd to 5th, 2015 and feature over 1000 speakers and
an estimated 30,000 attendees.
For more information be sure to visit http://www.simplifyd.io.
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